Transcriptional bypass of regioisomeric ethylated thymidine lesions by T7 RNA polymerase and human RNA polymerase II
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ABSTRACT
Alkylative damage to DNA can be induced by environmental chemicals, endogenous metabolites and some commonly prescribed chemotherapeutic agents. The regioisomeric N3-, O2- and O4-ethylthymidine (N3-, O2- and O4-EtdT, respectively) represent an important class of ethylated DNA lesions. Using nonreplicative double-stranded vectors containing an N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT at a defined site in the template strand, herein we examined the effects of these lesions on DNA transcription mediated by single-subunit T7 RNA polymerase or multisubunit human RNA polymerase II in vitro and in human cells. We found that O4-EtdT is highly mutagenic and exclusively induces the misincorporation of guanine opposite the lesion, whereas N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT display promiscuous miscoding properties during transcription. In addition, N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT were found to inhibit strongly DNA transcription in vitro and in certain human cells. Moreover, N3-EtdT, but not O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT, is an efficient substrate for transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair. These findings provide new important insights into how these alkylated DNA lesions compromise the flow of genetic information, which may help to understand the risk of these lesions in living cells.

INTRODUCTION
Environmental and endogenous genotoxic factors can result in a variety of alkylated DNA lesions, which represent a major class of DNA lesions (1). These agents include exogenous compounds like tobacco-specific nitrosamines, N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, as well as endogenous biochemical agents such as S-adenosyl-L-methionine, nitrosated peptides and polyamines (1–6). Hence, alkylative damage to DNA is an unavoidable consequence of endogenous metabolism and environmental exposure (1). Major alkylations sites in DNA include phosphate groups, ring nitrogen and exocyclic oxygen atoms of DNA bases, such as N3 of adenine, O2 and N7 of guanine, and N3, O2 and O4 of thymine (7–13).

Many alkylated DNA lesions have been readily detected in various human tissues and urine samples (8–10,13,14). In particular, the levels of certain ethylated DNA adducts, including N3-, O2- and O4-ethylthymidine (N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT) (Figure 1a), were shown to be significantly higher in leukocyte and saliva DNA of smokers than nonsmokers (9,14). In this vein, it was reported that the levels of N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT in smokers’ leukocyte DNA were ~41.1, ~44.8 and ~48.3 lesions per 10⁸ nucleosides, respectively, whereas those in nonsmokers were ~4.1, ~0.2 and ~1.0 lesions per 10⁸ nucleosides, respectively (9). In addition, N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT were found to be present in smokers’ saliva DNA at frequencies of ~4.5, ~5.3 and ~4.2 lesions per 10⁸ nucleosides, respectively, but none of these lesions were detectable in saliva DNA of nonsmokers (14). Therefore, these three EtdT lesions have been proposed as potential useful biomarkers for exposure to ethylating agents and for cancer risk assessment (9,14).

Understanding how DNA lesions perturb the flow of genetic information during DNA replication and transcription may help to understand the risk of these lesions in living cells (15–18). In this context, it has been shown that O4-EtdT is highly mutagenic during DNA replication and it is associated with cancer development in animal studies (11,19–22). In addition, both N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT are able to strongly block DNA replication and substantially induce mutations in vitro and in Escherichia coli cells (20,21,23,24). To date, no studies have been carried out to investigate the effects of the three regioisomeric EtdT lesions on DNA transcription. Herein, we constructed nonreplicative double-stranded vectors containing an N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT at a defined site and assessed how
Figure 1. Experimental outline. (a) Chemical structures of N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT. (b) Schematic diagrams showing the procedures for the construction of the plasmids harboring a site-specifically incorporated N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT. (c) Strategy for assessing the impact of the EtdT lesions on DNA transcription. 'X' indicates N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT, which was located on the transcribed strand of TurboGFP gene downstream of the CMV and T7 promoters. The +1 transcription start sites are indicated by arrowheads. Lesion-bearing or lesion-free control plasmids were mixed with the competitor vector as DNA templates for in vitro or in vivo transcription assay. Although truncated RNA may be produced when transcription arrests at or near a lesion site, only run-off RNA is shown and used for RT-PCR. Among the RT-PCR products, only the wild-type sequence arising from the lesion-containing vector is shown. The arrows indicate the cleavage sites of Nt.BstNBI, Ncol and SfaNI. The last two enzymes are used to digest the RT-PCR products for subsequent PAGE and LC-MS/MS analyses.
these EtdT lesions compromise the efficiency and fidelity of DNA transcription in vitro and in human cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Unmodified oligodeoxyribonucleotides (ODNs), [γ-32P]ATP, enzymes and chemicals unless otherwise specified were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Perkin-Elmer, New England BioLabs and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively. ON-TARGETplus SMARTpool siRNA against human CSB (L-004888) or XPC (L-016040), and Non-Targeting control siRNA (D-001210) were from Thermo Scientific Dharmacon. The 293T human embryonic kidney epithelial cells were kindly provided by Professor Karlene A Cimprich (25). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 100 μg/ml streptomycin (ATCC) and 100 U/ml penicillin, and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 atmosphere.

Transcription template preparation

We prepared the DNA templates for transcription assays as described elsewhere (26-28). To construct the unmodified control vector, a 50-mer ODN with the sequence 5′-CTAGGGATGCATCGACTCAATTATAGCACGCCATGGTTCGACTCATCGCG-3′ was annealed with its complementary strand and ligated to an EcoRI-Nhel restriction fragment from the pTGF-P-T7-Hha10 plasmid (27). Using the similar method, we also constructed a competitor vector that contains three more nucleotides than the control plasmid near the relevant site of interest (Figure 1c). We next employed Nt.BstNBI to nick the unmodified control vector and generated a gapped plasmid by removing a 25-mer single-stranded ODN (Figure 1b), followed by filling the gap with a 13-mer lesion-free ODN (5′-ATGGCGXGCTAT), respectively (Figures 1c, 2a and b). This, and by using a pair of primers spanning the lesion site and Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase as described previously (27). For evaluating the efficiency of siRNA knockdown, real-time RT-PCR was performed with the iQ SYBR Green Supermix kit (Bio-Rad) and gene-specific primers for CSB, XPC or the control gene GAPDH as described elsewhere (27).

XPA-deficient (XP12RO) and XPA-complemented (GM15876A) cells in a 24-well plate at ~70% confluence were transfected with 50 ng DNA templates and 450 ng carrier plasmid (self-ligated pGEM-T; Promega) using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), following the manufacturer’s protocol. For siRNA experiments, 293T cells in a 24-well plate at 40–60% confluence were transfected with ~25 pmol siRNAs for each gene. After a 48-h incubation, 50 ng DNA templates, 450 ng carrier plasmid and another aliquot of siRNAs were co-transfected into the cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). All the cells were harvested for RNA extraction 24 h after transfection with the DNA templates.

RNA extraction and reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction

The RNA products were extracted using Total RNA Kit I (Omega), and were treated twice with the DNA-free kit (Ambion) to eliminate DNA contamination. cDNA synthesis was performed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega) and a mixture of oligo(dT)16 and a gene-specific primer (5′-TCGGTTGTGGCTTGAT-3′). Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) amplification was then performed by using a pair of primers spanning the lesion site and Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase as described previously (27). For evaluating the efficiency of siRNA knockdown, real-time RT-PCR was performed with the iQ SYBR Green Supermix kit (Bio-Rad) and gene-specific primers for CSB, XPC or the control gene GAPDH as described elsewhere (27).

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis

We performed NcoI- and SfaNI-mediated restriction digestion/postlabeling assay to resolve 13-mer 32P-labeled nonmutagenic fragment d(CATGGCGAGCTAT) from the corresponding products carrying an A→T or A→C mutation, i.e. d(CATGCGGTGCTAT) and d(CATGCCGCGCTAT), respectively (Figures 1c, 2a and b). To this end, a portion of the above RT-PCR products was incubated in a 10-μl mixture containing 5 U NcoI, 1 U shrimp alkaline phosphatase, and 1× NEB buffer 3 at 37°C for 1 h and subsequently at 70°C for 20 min. The resulting dephosphorylated DNA was then incubated in a 15-μl solution containing 5 U T4 polynucleotide kinase, 1× NEB buffer 3 and ATP (50 pmol cold, premixed with 1.66 pmol [γ-32P]ATP). The mixture was incubated at 37°C for 30 min and then at 70°C for 20 min, after which 2 U SfaNI was added and incubated at 37°C for 2 h. The resulting 32P-labeled restriction fragments were resolved by using 30% native polyacrylamide gel (acrylamide:bis-acrylamide = 19:1) and quantified by phosphorimager analysis (27,28). Using a similar restriction digestion/postlabeling assay with MluCI and Cac8I, we were able to completely resolve templates, 10 U of RNase inhibitor, 8 U of HeLa nuclear extract and 0.4 mM each of the four ribonucleotides in a 25-μl mixture and incubated at 37°C for 1 h.
Figure 2. The effects of N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT on DNA transcription in vitro. (a) The effects of EtdT lesions on DNA transcription in vitro. (a) Sample processing for NcoI- and SfaNI-mediated restriction digestion/postlabeling assay (p* indicates 32P-labeled phosphate group). (b) Representative gel images showing the NcoI- and SfaNI-treated restriction fragments of interest. ‘16mer-Comp’ represents the standard ODN d(CATGGCGATATGCTAT), which corresponds to the restriction fragment arising from the competitor vector; ‘13mer-C’, ‘13mer-A’, ‘13mer-G’ and ‘13mer-T’ represent the standard ODN d(CATGGCGNGCTAT), where ‘N’ is C, A, G, T, respectively. (c) Sample processing for MluCI- and Cac8I-mediated restriction digestion/postlabeling assay. (d) Representative gel images showing the MluCI- and Cac8I-treated restriction fragments of interest. ‘10mer-C’, ‘10mer-A’, ‘10mer-G’ and ‘10mer-T’ represent the standard ODN d(AATTATAGCM), where ‘M’ is C, A, G, T, respectively. (e) The RBE values of N3-, O2- and O4-EtdT in in vitro transcription systems using T7 RNAP and HeLa nuclear extract (hRNAPII). (f–h) Mutagenic properties of N3- (f), O2- (g) and O4-EtdT (h) in in vitro transcription systems. The data represent the mean and standard error of results from three independent experiments. ***, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.001. The P-values were calculated by using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test.

Liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry analysis
The RT-PCR products were treated with 20 U SfaNI and 20 U shrimp alkaline phosphatase in 120 μl NEB buffer 3 at 37°C for 2 h, and then at 70°C for 20 min. To the mixture, 50 U NcoI was added, and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 2 h. The resulting solution was extracted with phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, v/v) and the aqueous portion was dried with Speed-vac, desalted with high performance liquid chromatography and dissolved in water. The resultant ODN mixture was subjected to liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis following previously described conditions (27,28). Briefly, a 0.50 × 150 mm Zorbax SB-C18 column (Agilent Technologies) was used. The flow rate was 8.0 μl/min, and a 5-min linear gradient of 5–20% methanol followed by a 25 min of 20–60% methanol in 400 mM 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol buffer (pH was adjusted to 7.0 by the addition of triethylamine) was employed for the separation. The LTQ linear ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was set up for monitoring the fragmentation of the [M-3H]3− ions of the complementary 13-mer ODNs, i.e.
d(AATTATAGCMCGC), where ‘M’ designates A, T, C or G.

RESULTS

Using our recently developed competitive transcription and adduct bypass assay (27), we investigated how the regiosomeric N3-, O2- and O4-EtdT lesions perturb DNA transcription in vitro and in human cells. To this end, we employed a well-established protocol (26,28) to incorporate N3-, O2- and O4-EtdT at a defined site in the transcribed strand of a nonreplicative double-stranded plasmid, placing the lesions downstream from the cytomegalovirus (CMV) and T7 promoters as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ (Figure 1b and c). The lesion-containing or unmodified control plasmid was premixed with a competitor construct at given molar ratios and used as DNA templates for the in vitro or in vivo transcription assays. We subsequently amplified the run-off transcripts of interest with RT-PCR, digested the resulting RT-PCR products with suitable restriction enzymes and subjected the restriction digestion mixture to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and LC-MS/MS analyses (Figure 1c).

We performed the in vitro transcription assays using human RNA polymerase II (hRNAPII) in HeLa cell nuclear extract or purified T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP). The latter is a single-subunit enzyme that is structurally homologous to eukaryotic mitochondrial RNA polymerases (31). The RT-PCR products were digested with NcoI and SfiI, and the digestion products were subjected to PAGE analysis. In this context, the 32P-labeled wild-type fragment d(p*CATGGCGGGCTAT) could be resolved from the corresponding products harboring an A→T or A→C mutation opposite the lesion site, i.e. d(p*CATGGCGAGCTAT) and d(p*CATGGCGGGCTAT), but could not be resolved from the corresponding product carrying an A→G mutation, i.e. d(p*CATGGGCGAGCTAT) (Figure 2a and b). However, by digesting the RT-PCR products with MluCI and Cac8I, we were able to resolve the DNA fragment emanating from A→G mutation opposite the lesion site, i.e. d(p*AATTATAGCGC), from the wild-type fragment and the products with an A→T or A→C mutation (Figure 2c and d).

The quantification data from PAGE analysis showed that O4-EtdT did not considerably inhibit T7 RNAP-mediated transcription elongation, whereas N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT impeded substantially DNA transcription mediated by T7 RNAP, with RBE values being ∼34 and ∼38%, respectively (Figure 2e). In addition, we found that the RBE value for O4-EtdT was ∼60% during hRNAPII-mediated transcription reaction, whereas N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT conferred strong inhibitory effects on the in vitro transcription mediated by hRNAPII (Figure 2e).

PAGE analysis also allowed us to determine the effects of N3-, O2- and O4-EtdT on the fidelity of transcription mediated by T7 RNAP or hRNAPII in vitro. The quantification data revealed that O4-EtdT induced predominantly one type of mutant transcript that contains a guanine misincorporation opposite the lesion (A→G) during transcription by T7 RNAP and hRNAPII, with base substitution frequencies being ∼73 and ∼50%, respectively (Figure 2f). Unlike O4-EtdT, N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT displayed promiscuous miscoding properties during T7 RNAP-mediated transcription: A→G, A→T and A→C mutations were observed for N3-EtdT at frequencies of ∼3, ∼3 and ∼36%, respectively, and for O2-EtdT at frequencies of ∼1.4 and ∼12%, respectively (Figure 2f–h). During hRNAPII-mediated transcription, N3-EtdT induced A→T and A→C mutations at frequencies of ∼24 and ∼30%, respectively, whereas O2-EtdT induced A→G, A→T and A→C mutations at frequencies of ∼6, ∼2 and ∼4%, respectively (Figure 2f and g). We also confirmed the identities of the above mutant products by LC-MS/MS analysis (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2).

We next asked how N3-, O2- and O4-EtdT compromise DNA transcription in human cells. For this purpose, we premixed either lesion-bearing or unmodified control plasmids with the competitor vector and co-transfected them into XPA-deficient (XP12RO) and XPA-complemented (GM15876A) cells. XPA is a core component of nucleotide excision repair (NER) that is one of the most versatile DNA damage removal pathways (32). After a 24-h incubation, RNA products were extracted from the cells and amplified with RT-PCR, followed by PAGE and LC-MS/MS analyses of the restriction digestion mixture of RT-PCR products as described above.

Our results showed that N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT considerably inhibited DNA transcription in GM15876A cells, with the RBE values being ∼37, ∼42 and ∼43%, respectively (Figure 3a and Supplementary Figure S3a). Moreover, we found that the RBE values for N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT were significantly lower in XPA-deficient (XP12RO) cells (∼28, ∼26 and 32%, respectively, Figure 3a and Supplementary Figure S3a). We also found that transcriptional bypass of N3-EtdT could induce A→T and A→C mutations at significantly higher frequencies (∼34 and ∼18%, respectively) in XPA-deficient cells than in XPA-complemented cells (∼20 and ∼11%, respectively, Figure 3b and Supplementary Figure S3a and b). On the other hand, transcriptional bypass of O4-EtdT induced A→G mutation at a frequency of ∼34%, and O2-EtdT induced three types of mutant transcripts (A→G, A→T and A→C) at frequencies of ∼2-5% in GM15876A cells; however, depletion of XPA did not considerably alter the mutagenic properties of O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT in human cells (Figure 3c and d and Supplementary Figure S3a and b).

We further examined the potential roles of XPC and CSB, which are key players in global-genome NER (GG-NER) and transcription-coupled NER (TC-NER), respectively (32), in transcriptional alternations induced by N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT in human cells. Our results showed that, compared to nontargeting control siRNA treatment, siRNA-mediated downregulation of CSB led to a significant decrease in transcriptional bypass efficiency of N3-EtdT, along with a marked elevation in transcriptional mutations induced by this lesion in 293T cells (Figure 3e and f and Supplementary Figures S4 and S5a). We also found that siRNA knockdown of CSB caused a slight, yet statistically significant increase in A→G mutation induced by O2-EtdT; however, depletion of CSB did not considerably change the transcriptional bypass efficiency of O4-EtdT in 293T cells.
DISCUSSION

Alkylative damage to DNA is generally unavoidable because of the abundant presence of alkylating agents in the environment and within cells (1). Thymine is known to be alkylated at the N3, O2 and O4 positions (8,9,11–13,24). In this context, the regioisomeric N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT lesions have been detected at significantly higher levels in smokers than in nonsmokers, suggesting their potential roles as useful biomarkers for exposure to ethylating agents and possibly for cancer risk assessment (9,14). Although little is known about the repair of N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT are known to be poorly repaired and thus accumulate as highly persistent DNA lesions in mammalian tissues (12,19,33).

Accurate transmission of genetic information is essential for normal physiological processes of a living organism (15,16,34). Emerging evidence indicates that, aside from errors in DNA replication, transient transcriptional mutagenesis may contribute to genomic instability and stable phenotypic changes, which may ultimately result in carcinogenesis and the development of other diseases (15,16,34–39). It has been suggested that transient errors in the mRNA encoding a transcription factor involved in a bistable switch can promote heritable change in cellular phenotype (36,37). In addition, a recent study showed that mutagenic transcriptional bypass of a site-specifically inserted 8-oxoguanine lesion in the transcribed strand of the Ras oncogene could lead to a constitutively active mutant Ras protein and activation of downstream oncogenic signaling (35). Whereas the effects of N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT on DNA replication have been well studied (20–24), it is desirable to determine how the three regioisomeric EtdT lesions compromise the efficiency and fidelity of DNA transcription.
In the present study, we showed that N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT, but not O4-EtdT, strongly block DNA transcription by single-subunit T7 RNA polymerase or multisubunit human RNA polymerase II in vitro. In addition, we found that transcriptional bypass of O4-EtdT is highly mutagenic and exclusively induces the misincorporation of guanine opposite the lesion (i.e. A→G); N3-EtdT and O2-EtdT are also miscoding lesions, but display promiscuous mutagenic properties during transcription. These findings are consistent with results from previous replication studies of the corresponding alkylated DNA adducts (20–24), suggesting the similar mechanisms underlying base misincorporation opposite these lesions during DNA replication and transcription. The distinct miscoding properties of three regioisomeric EtdT lesions may be attributed to their unique chemical properties. In this respect, it has been shown that alkylation of thymine at the O4 position promotes its favorable pairing with guanine (40). The addition of an alkyl group to the N3 position, however, can block the Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding face of thymine and thus abolish its base-pairing capability; alkylation of thymine at the O3 position confers the inability of the nucleobase to pair preferentially with any of the canonical nucleobases (20,41). Thus, relative to O2-EtdT, nucleotide incorporation opposite N3-EtdT and O3-EtdT is much less selective.

We further demonstrated that all three regioisomeric EtdT lesions exhibit strong inhibitory and mutagenic effects on DNA transcription in certain human cells. Moreover, we found that XPA and CSB, but not XPC, are involved in the repair of N3-EtdT when located on the template DNA strand. Thus, these results suggest that the nonbulky N3-EtdT lesion is an efficient substrate for TC-NER, which is a subpathway of NER that preferentially repairs DNA lesions in the transcribed strand of active genes (32). Along this line, TC-NER has also been shown to efficiently repair several other nonbulky lesions including abasic sites in the transcribed strand in cells (27,29,34,42). On the other hand, although we found that depletion of XPA reduces the transcriptional bypass efficiencies of O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT, such depletion does not appreciably affect the mutagenic properties of the two lesions in human cells. In addition, siRNA-mediated knockdown of CSB has no or little impact on the transcriptional alternations induced by O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT in human cells. Thus, it is very likely that TC-NER has negligible roles in the removal of O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT from the template strand of actively transcribed genes in human cells.

In conclusion, we have examined, for the first time, how the regioisomeric N3-EtdT, O2-EtdT and O4-EtdT lesions perturb the flow of genetic information during transcription mediated by single-subunit T7 RNA polymerase or multisubunit human RNA polymerase II in vitro and in human cells. We have also investigated the potential roles of NER proteins, including XPA, CSB and XPC, in the repair of these EtdT lesions in human cells. Our results demonstrated that TC-NER has an important role in the removal of N3-EtdT, but not O2-EtdT or O4-EtdT, in the DNA template strand in human cells. Together, our findings provide novel and important insights into the biological consequences of these ethylated DNA lesions in living cells.
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